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cuate the uterine contents, as anything short of at- also placed belore us a sufficiunt cause for Many of

taining this result leaves our patient exposed to the distressing and dangerous phenomenametwith
danger. jith rgzrd to wenature delivery, it is in the Iying in chamber.

cear that the ordinary pathological changes that In the decidual adhesions, ie sce the cause of
result in setting up uterine contraction at the those imperfect muscular contractions which 1 have
end of the ninth month, are in these cases precipi- spoken of at same length, in the paper already r,
tated by some peculiarity of constitution, or diseas- ferrod to, which recently Dr. Athili sinilarly de-
ed condition of the uterus or decidua. One pro- scribes as Istrong and quick ; they do fot gradu-
minent feature of these cases strongly favors this al>' culminate in a strong pain and subside aga1n,
view, viz., that the safety of the mother and child but they are sharp, quick, and cease almost sudden-
also, is greater, just in proportion to the length of ly; and the intervals between the pains are long
fime that intervenes betveen its occurrence and in proportion to the length of the pains." Again,
the normal period of gestation. This lessened Ithe short inert pains which prognosticate hernorr-
danger is due to the comparatively advanced hage." cali for the trtatment urged by inyseif two
changes (already mentioned) having taken place, years ago, %'iz., rupture of the membranes. This is
whereby lesser violence, than in the early stages, usually ennugh, without recourse to other aids, medi.
is exerted upon the decidua to effect its separation cinal or mechanical, as it suffices to induce regu-
and expulsion. In both classes of cases, however, lar muscular effort by allowing the ovurn ta become
hie difficulty of detaching the after-birth should elongated and the organ space for contraction.
lead us to delay as nuch as possible, the dilatation %hen adhesions are present they inflict lacerations
ofthe os, in order that the work of separatian of the niuscular tissue at the points of union, and
ray be more perfectly accomplished by the ute- thus cause nervc irritation with rapid reflex action;
ine contractions. This view of such cases would and this quickened action expends its force to a
ai!o teach us, to aid by manipulation over the greater or lesser degree locally, ere the whole or-
utems, the final uterine spasm which completes gan bas tine ta participate in one convon effort.
the expulsion of the fotus or ovum. In ordinary Hence, there is a lack of expulsive power, and
bbor, which will be referred to hereafter, this course painful and retarded labor. Tine forbids going
vllalso be of much service in bringing it to a sat- into the consideration of much that suggests itself
káctory close. in connection ith this subject; but there is

With regard to polongcd gestation we have a one point I vish ta bring before you. When th,
simple and satisfactory explanation, when we once adhesions exist-as they most generally do-at the
recognize the separation of the decidua as the ex- lower third ai the cavity or around the internai os,
dting cause of labor. In these cases there is sim- ve have a condition of things that is an effectuai
plI a delayed maturation or fatty degeneration of bar ta powerful Uterme effort, as well as to any
the decidua. Anong the lower mammalia the pe- progress towards expulsion. Even if the spasms
rod ofgestation varies very much within the bounds are regular and strong, they must fail, inasmuch as
of perfect health, and there is no difficulty in ac- the adhesions act in a mechanical way and effectu.
(onting for such cases upon the hypothesis just ally prevent dilatation of the os ; while at the
adanced.saie tie, the pains are expended without e

The same theory that accounts for prolonged fect on account af the mutual antagonism of the
gestation, also accounts for its occurrence within a contractile farces. Failure must follow, inasniuch
noinal period. Perhaps temperament bas some- as there is the absence af the one essential candi-

ng Ïo do in hastening or retarding the ordinary tian of success, viz., a concentration of the expul-
21thological changes. sive powers of the organ toward the outiet Such
Important and practical as the views expressed cases are always troublesone ta the accoucheur,

2 in both abortion and premature labor, yet it is and tediaus and distressinçr to
ely as relating to labor at tern that they are can bebutlittle doubtmanyhoursanddaysofsorrow

t interesting. Not only do we perceive the could be averted by a knowledge afthe conditions
P'ratons of nature in originating uterine contrac- present and a timely proffer of the required aid.

3 with their cansequent resuits, but we have FIrtunately the difficulty in most instances, is
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